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FOREWORD 

This bulletin is published in furtherance of the nruposes of the 

Water Resources Resear~h Act of 1964. The purpose of the-- Act is to 

stimulate, sponsor, provide for, and supplement present nror,rams for 

the conduct of research, investigations, experiments, and the training 

of scientists in the field of water and resources Which affect water. 

The Act is promoting a more adequate national program of water resources 

research by furnishing financial assistance to non-Federal research. 


The Act provides for establishment of Water Resources Research Cen
ters at Universities throu"hout the Nation. On September 1, 1964, a 
Water Resources Research Center was established in the Graduate School 
as an interdi sciplinary component of the University of Minnesota. The 
Center has the responsibility for unifying and stimulating Uni vers1ty 
water resources research through the administration of funds covered in 
the Act and made available by other sources; coordinating 1Jniversity 
research with water resources programs of local, State and Federal ar, 
encies and private organizations throur,hout the State; and assisting in 
training additional scientists for work in the field of water resources 
through research. 

This Bulletin is number 79 in a series of publications designed 
to present information bearing on water resources research in Minnesota 
and the results of some of the research sponsored by the Center. The 
Bulletin is concerned with understanding how scientific knowledge may 
be most effectively applied to communi t:,r problem solving. 

This Bulletin is related to the following research project: 

OWRR Project No.: B-067-Hinn 

~~~~~~.: 

Role of Scientist-Technician in Water Polic;, Decisions 
Level: A Study in Pruposive Communication. 

Roy E. Rickson, Department of Rural SocioloF,.v, 

July 1, 1972 Project Completed: ,Tune 30, 197)+ 

06-E 

~~==~~~~~~~~~: 

The objective of this research is to increase understanding of how 
scientific knowledge may be most effectively applied to community nroblem
solving. The report focuses on: how certain community characteristics 
affect public perspective of science and the role of the scientist in 
solving water resource problems; and the degree of Consensus between 
perspectives and local leaders about science and the role of the scientist 
in defining and solvinr, water problems. 
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*Scientific Applica- INTRODUCTIONPublication Descriptors: *Community 
tion/ *Social Attitudes/ Sociology 

A dominant trend in advanced societies has been the use of scientific 
knowled~e to solve human problems. This, of course, entails widespread 
employment of scientists and communication between the public, decision
makers, a'1d scientists. Scientific facts, statements by technical eX])erts, 
publications, testimony and scientific opinion of all kinds is increas
inf~Y important as policy-making criteria. There are, however, some 
problems in the application of science to critical problems. '!'here is 
no doubt a gap in and application of water resources tech
nology (Wilkenson, 1972. We know more than ,Te are canable of annlying. 
Since knowledge about water resources need to be applied in local com
munities, social structure and public attitudes in the COl'll'll1mtty become 
critical variables. 'rhey form an important part of the gap between know
ledge and application. 

'!'he objective of this research is to further understand how scien
tific knowledge may be most effectively applied to cormnunity problem
solving. lul essential step is studying how community members and their 
leaders view the use of scientific knowledge and the role of the scientist 
and technician as an advisor. Specifically, our report will focus on: 
how certain community characteristics affect public perspectives of 
science and the role of the scientist in solving water resource problems; 
and, the degree of consensus between public perspectives and local leaders 
about science and the role of' the scientist in defining and solving water 
problems. 

Application of scientific knOWledge depends both on its technical 
vali dity and what people think of the knowledge, how its use affects 
them. For this reason, the use of knowledge has both a technical and 
social dimension. The development and use of knowledge is greatly de
termined by social definitions of how much knowledge is desired, what 
questions are to be submitted to research, and which findings are to 
be accepted, suppressed, or All knowledge is int erpreted 
within a social context. Etzioni :116-7) has discussed knowledge 
as having two functions. One, realitcT testing, and the other, evaluative 
interpretation. Knowledge provides a relation to reality by providing 
information about the environment, the community, the person, or the 
family. 1~is is what we mean by scientific facts about something. On 
the other hand, knowledge can also provide meaning. Fact can always be 
interpreted in light of other facts, values or personal and community 
circumstances. Experience and research sup;gest that social factors are 
as basic to the employment of scientific knowledge as is technical val
idity. The worth of scientific knowledge, information control, and the 
role of the scienti.st as a communicator as seen by the public and its 
leaders are basic to the process. 
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ceives hi s role in a particular situation. CommuIlity leaders are some
times disapT)ointed when the;' anproach scientists that represent nublic 
universities, for example, because there is considerable pressure on the 
scientist to engage in basic research that may not have immediate nolic.\' 
considerations. Because of the reward structure or his professional com
munity, the university scientist 1S Drobably oriented to the kind of 
research that will allow him or her to contribute to a "rowinp; bod:' of 
knowledp;e ahout water management but '"i th li ttle traini nr; in the art or 
communicating to the public and puhlic leaders. 'l'he research is likel,' 
to be significant in the long but not the short run. The polic,T-maker, 
given the nature of his local economic and political situation, can define 
the scientist role in other waVfl. He, for example, orten expects the 
scientist to serve only as one proricinp; inrormation that he, the policv
maker, decides is important. The implicatiow; of his nrohlems and od.en
tations can result in attempts to control the direction of the scientir;t's 
research. The scientist, on the other hand, will likel:T consider the 
policy-makers definition of the prohlem as insignificant in comparison 
with his lonp: run interests. Research and exnerience also shmrs that 
puhlic groups sometimes settle on a course of action and then call in a 
technical snecialist help them legitimize their positi.on. 

Environmental ~lestions 

Decisions about environmental prohlems require extensive cO]11J1lunicat i on 
between the public, leaders, and scientists. Public and leader percepti.ons 
about the legitimacy of science as a problem solv1np; means a hasic ele
ment. Environmental questions !-tave unique attributes making decision
making and the use of science very complex. 

Resolution of water problems can have immediate and drastic conse
quences for a community. There is, in some cases, a (westion of' community 
survival. Water pollution and sewage disposal are community based nroh
lems where value conflicts and partisanship is evident and !-tas direct 
impact UDon local life. Donohue, Olien, and 'l'ichenor ) correctl:r 
point out that "State and Federal anti-pollution rep;ulations, symbolic 
of social chanp;e, orten force communities to weigh preservation of the 
physical environment in the lonp; nm against preservation the social 
environment in the short run." ,Tob loss, hil':her costs, inconvenience, 
restricted use of public waters, are examples. 

Scientific advisin!l; is critical to defining and ansllerinp; environ
mental questions. The scientist has to be able to cO]11J1lunicate on a ner
sonal basis with local people and their leaders. '('his constitutes one 
of the difficulties in the· application or science to community issues. 
Scientific work on these problems must be conducted in the public arena. 
Rather than isolated in research centers dealing with arcane matters like 
rocket thrust, exnerts must anply their knowledge to sewage disposal in 
Alexandri a or lake pollution in vairmont, '1innesota where peonle have 
dp.finite views about the issue and are ver" concerned as to how certain 
kinds or "solutions" wIll arrect them. Co~rlict over cOf!llllunity issues 
like these is likely, people become ver~r concerned, and carefully exami ne 
the scientist's testimony in terms or its potential impact over and above 
the environmental prob1e~. 
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Research evidence, scientiric "tatement, and testimony, is a basic 
in environmental decision-makinr:. Substantial scientific 

evidence presented in any environmental controversy and communicated 
to the public by the mass media. Science directly becomes part of the 
decision-making nrocess, political in nature, and public attitudes about 
science and the role or scientists are fundamental to our lmderstanding 
of how knowled!l;e can be apnlied to envi ronmental problems. Since local 
communities are still vitally responsible for the administrati.on or en
vironmental programs even though standards are usuall" imnosed by State 
and Federal af';encies, the relationship between the nubIle, local leaders 
and scientists is worthy of anal,vsis. r;nvironmental decisions require 
cOll1J1lunication between the public, local leaders and scientists consider
ably more than issues of national importance but havinp; local impact 
only in isolated cases. [,egitimation of scientific activity by the public 
and local leaders becomes a critical variable. We need knmv h01, con
flict and other cOll1J1lunHy characteristics affect public perception of 
science and scientists. 

Four factors are considered in this study as variables. 
These include (1) levels of cOmJijunity conflic't, (2 size and 
heterop;eniety, (:3) degree or local concern, and (4) level of pul)lic par
tication in the issue. Two types of narticipation are used. One is 
general participation by people in the communities we studied. The 
second is attendance at local envi ronmental or pollution control hear
ings. cOlmnunities will be compared accordinr; to these factors. 

is an endemic condttion of social and community lire. Con
flict emerges in a social system in line with whatever social and economic 
divisions exist. The more power is dispersed in a soci.al system, the 
more open controversy and participation is likely to be. flome degree 
of conflict in a community means local citizens are canable of mobiliz
ing, participating, and presentinr: views of subJects they think are cri

~ tical to them. Scholars have pointed to some of the positive consequences 
of community conrlict (Coser, 19')6). It. can, within limits, arouse and 
maintain dtizen participation. It> can focus attention on basic comt 	 munity concerns. Issues that would not otherwise be onen to public 
view are once conflict about them reaches a certain level. Because of 
the public nature of communit;r partisanship, knowledp;e about an issuei is more evenly distributed in a cO]11J1luni ty as the level of conflict in
creases. In a study of sixteen Hinnesota communities, Donohue, ~'ichenor, 
and 01 i en (19(4) discovered that as confl ict ahout cOlllfllunity issues in
tensify, knowledp;e about that issue begins to distribute across educa
tional and status levels. Conrlict, therefore, can function to bring 
knowledp;e into a system, expose the public to existing knowledge through 
the mass media or their participation, and onen the whole decision
makinp; process to public rererendum. 
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Citizen participation can be expected to increase as the level of 
concern does or the degree of knwoledge about the issue. These three 
factors are ap;ain indicators of s;rstem onenness. Where there is knowledge, 
concern, participation by citizens, scientific knowledge about environmen
tal issues is sought and used. Regard for scientific knowledge can vary, 
however, according to the seriousness of the environmental issue for 
cO!1l!1lunity well heing. 

Again, we assume these conditions affect the comrmmity regard for 
knowledge and the scientist. 'T'he second question is the convergence of 
public and leader perspectives in various eommunity contexts. Are mem
bers of the public and leaders more likely to agree about science and 
its use when there are high levels of publie eoncern and particination? 
Does public eoncern lead to more regard, more science, restriction of 
the scientist, or the reverse. 

Application of scientific knowledge is a distinctly social process. 
Use of such knowledge involves pers}lectives as to the worth of scientific 
knowledge, infonnation control by partisans engaged in conflict, and the 
proper role of the sci entist-teclmician. We have proposed that public 
and leadership perspectives of science, at the community level, are 
related to certain community characteristics. As discussed, these are 
the level of conflict about the issue, the size and heterogeneit,y of the 
area, concern, and participation by citizens with the issue. 
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Six communities were selected for analysis in this study. Data was 
gathered in each of the communities over a two year period. Five of 
the communi ties were faced with environmental problems involving the 
attention of the general puhlic and in one case community survival. The 
issues varied in seriousness and intensity. In one community, Silver 
Bay, community survival was and still is a central ocuestion. A number 
of people in Ely defined the ~ining and taconite issue as having direct 
implications for community stabilit;r if not survival. Duluth, Fairmont, 
antI Alexandria, Minnesota, experienced rather high J_evels of conflict 
about the operation of a steel mill, preservation of a local slough for 
wildlife, lake pollution from soil run-off, and sewage dispo~,al but 
cO!1l!1lunity survival was not at stake. Grand Rauids, l1innesota is used 
in this study as a comnarison point. At the time our work was undertaken, 
Grand Rapids was not directly involved with an;f environmental issue. 
Although located in ~linnesotats Iron Range, it is geol':raphically sep
arated from Ely, Silver Bay, and Duluth. Closing the steel mill and the 
taconite nlant or restriction in the BWCA are not issues that 
seriously threaten Grand Rapids Each of the communit j es and the issues 
were selected if they had explicit imnlications for water resource manage
ment and conservation. 

'l'he communities we selected for analysis differ systematically hut 
are also alike. They differ in terms their size, complexity, and .1oca
tion. One community is in south central i1innesota in the heart of a 
highly nroductive farming area, Alexandria is located north and west of 
Minneapolis-St. Paul. Ely, Silver Bay, Duluth and Grand Ranids are in 
northeastern Minnesota. The environmentfil issues vary in their content 
but each hfis direct relevance for water resources planning and land use 
management. Another basic similarity of' considerable importance to this 
study is that scientific testimonv, fact, and judgment has heen a nrimary 
element in the controversies surrounding these issues. Scientific delibera
tion and often disagreement among scientists has been widely publici7.ed 
by the local media and nationfil media in the case of Silver Bay. Dumping 
of taconite tailings into Lake Sunerior by the Reserve r1ining Company has 
beco~,e a national issue exemplif;'ing the conflict between private economic 
interests ~md environmental preservation. The criteria we used for select
ing communities was that (1) there was an environmental issue affecting 
water resources and that scientists and other technical exnerts had 
been involved in problem definition ann. resolution. Additionally, we 
were interested in coml1mnities where the local media had widelv 1)uhlic
ized the issue particularly the involvement and ,iudgrnent of nr~fessionals. 

Grand Ranids does profit from the tourist trade in the "iron range" 
area but does not stand to lose or gain much by decisions related to 
the dumping of taconite tailings in Lake Superior bv Reserve Mining 
or prohihition of mining in the Ely, Minnesota area. 
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENTIFICResearch Strategy 
TNFORMA'J'ION IN SIX COMMUNTTIES 

The data presented in this ,;tudy is part of a long term research 
progra..'ll related comlmmity develoDment, mass communication and social 
change, and to problems of using scientific knowledge for COJl1!Jltmit;r prob
lem solving. of the find 1ngs are from personal interviews conducted 
in six different communities over a two vear period. Tn each COJTll!lunity, 
members of the general public were randomly sampl ed. Adults and over 
were selected probability s8.lll1)1 ing methods and were interviewed in 
their homes by local persons trained for the project. In all of the COJl1
!lllnities, save two, a sample of local leaders was drawn and interviewed. 
Scientists, engineers, and ot,her professionals involver[ in these and other 
issues were also interviewed. Samples of the interview schedule used 
in the study can be found in t,he Jl1ethodological appendix. 

Local leaders were selected by a two step process. Names of those 
involved were taken from newspaper accounts of the issue and nominations 
by 1 oc a 1 professionals. We then contacted those people and asked for 
additional names. If a person was cited by at least three people as 
havinp; an important role, they too would be interviewed. We followed 
this procedure until the list was exhausted. 

Analysis 

'.Phe next section Dresents data on the relationship of certain com
munity properties and Dublic attitudes about scientific information and 
the scientist's role. The community rather than the individuals in the 
COJTll!lunity is the unit of analysis in each case. Tn the last data sec
tion, Jl1embers of the Dublic and local leaders will be comDared according 
to their views on the use of knowledge and the scientist's role. In this 
case, we are interested in the degree of agreement between local leaders 
and the rest of the communitv. We should 'luickly add that the data is 
presented as statistical summaries. In no case, is the identitv of any 
individual revealed, or data Tlresented in such a manner that personal 
identities could be inferred. 

Sci entific 1 iterature in the past few years has shown considerable 
concern about public support for science. Government cutbacks research, 
public disenchantment with our major institutions have led some to wonder 
if scientific research and science will continue to en,joy the support it 
had in the last decade. According to national opinion polls, Dublic trust 
of 1eaders in our various institut ions, including science, has declined. 
This does not mean that public regard for scientific kno"tfledge has also 
suffered. Although people may distrust, to a degree, the leaders of a 
given institution this does not mean they no longer value scientific 
information. 

I Our basic finding is that scientific information is seen by the 
publ ic in six cOJl1ffiUnities as a very important factor in deci sion-making 
about water management and other environment,al issues. In thi section,

I we will look at Dublic attitudes regarding the worth scienti fic infor
mation and how it should be used.\ 

We will compare communities with reSDect to public attitudes about 
l} worth of scientific information, 2) control or restriction of scien
tific information about environmental problems and, ) the role of t,he 
scientist in environmental decision-making. 

The analysis will include description and exnlanation. Communities 
may be compared arJ to the percent age of indivi duals agreei ng with i terns 
about information or the relative degree of information control agreed 
to by individuals in each cOJl1ffiUnity. On the other hand, we are attempt
ing to exnlain variance aJl10ng communities in their reSDonse to scientific 
information. rrhe latter effort requires the use of community character
istics such as level of education, degree of community conflict, Dublic 
particiDation as indeDendent variables. As explained in the first section, 
it is our general hypothesis that community characteristics affect Dublic 
evaluation of science and scientists. 

Table I shows that most of the people in the six communities highly 
regard scientific knowledge. In every ~ase except one, more than 50% 
of the community members feel that scientific knowledge is an irnT)ortant 
means for resolving water resource and other environmental problems. He 
asked people to respond to the following items: 1) peoDle would trust 
government more if nublie decisions depended more on scientific information, 
2} there is no need t,o put a question un for a vote if scientists already 
have the answer, 3) in solving an air or water pollution problem, there is 
no substitute for knowing the scient,ific facts. Respondents were asked 
to agree or disagree with these statements. Answer categories were weighed 
in the following manner: 0 = don't know, 1 '" agree, Qual ified, 3 = 
disagree. The scoring on these items was reversed that a high score 
means a person hip;hly regards scient i fic information. The responses were 
then sUJTll!lated and used as a scale. If a person agreed wit,h all three items 
he would have a score of 9 which indicates a very high regard for scientific 
information. If they disagreed with all of them or with two and agreed 
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Table I. Public attitudes about scienti fie information and the role of 
the scientist in decision-making by cOmmunity conflict 

Communi ties ranked b;V degree of confl lct 
Grand Ailver 

Fairmont Bapids Duluth :Ely Ba.v Alexandria 

ranking scientific infor
mation highly (3 item scale) 54.0 62.4 61.8 49. 67 '(1 52.7 

% in favor of expandi.ng 
newspaper coverage of pol
lution issues (2 item scale 29. 33.3 35.1 18.6 .0 ?G.9 

%in favor of holding back 
information to some degree 
if local conflict could 
result (3 item scale) 53. ~) 29.9 31) .11 115.1 30. .9 

%agreeing that people who 
make environmental decisions 
should not only use technical 
information from scienti sts, but 
should aJ so depend to a p;reat 
extent on what scientists 
recommend 71. 76.6 h9."l 64.6 80.6 73. 

with one, their score would be either or 5 indicating a relatively low 
regard for scientific informat,i on. For our anal;vsi s, 1<e have dichotomized 
the responses so that low includes scale scores from 1 through:; anc! high 
encompa:?ses scores from through G. COl'1lnuniti€;s are comnared by refer
ence to the percentage in each that are low and high on the "worth ot' 
science" scale. 

The second dependent variable nuhlic attitudes toward information 
control. There are two asnects Fi rst of all, we asked 
people if they wanted increased coverage of local envi rontllental 
issue s. Two items were presented: News]1apers would do a great service 
by reporting, in detail, the scienti fic and technical arguJllents about the 
taconite probl em, 2) Newspaners should cut down on things like comics and 
use more space to exp] ain pollution and other environl'lents.1 nrohlems. ~~ne 

first Question was revised to fit the community in '1uestion. A "yes" 
reSponse to these items was interpreted as one in favor of exnamlinp: news
paper coverage and information dispersal about the issue. Resnondents 
were asked to agree or disagree with these statements. Answer categories 
were weighted in the following way: agree'" 1, disagree = 3, ? '" qualified. 
The higher the score the more the respondent was in favor of restrictinr; 
neWSpaper coverage of environmental issues. If a person agreed with both 
items, their response was defined as one favoring expansion of newsnaper 
coverage. 
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The second Tlari of this variahle refers whether a nerson fee) s 
if scientific renorts should be !'lade Tluhl ie if they could re,mlt in local 
confJ ict and disagreement. Three items vere nresented: I) "Scientific 
in format ion should he held hack if it looks like it J1light lead to nuhlic 
dJ.sagreement in this comrmmity." 2) "The wa;v things have gone at the 
Duluth Steel Tllant, it might have heen better if we han never heard 
those scientific reports about air -pollution, 3) "Tf scientific evidence 
of nollution leads to more public disagreements like the one at Silver 
Ba;v-, it might be better not to report that evidence." Resnonlients were 
asked to agree or disagree with each of these statements. Answer cat
egories were wei ghted in the follow1 np; manner: Agree - 3, dl sagree - 1, 
qualified reSTlonse 2. If a Tlernon ar,reed with all the items, this re
sponse was defined as one in favor of holdinr, hack information ahout local 
envi ronmental problems if conflict and disar,reement could result. Scores 
ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 9. A Tlerson ",ith a score of 9 dis
ar,reeci with all three items and considered to be in favor of reporting 
scientific work about a local n,oblem if conflict might result. In Table 
1, we can see that 53.5% of those interviewed in Fairmont were in favor 
of holding back some scienti fic information if local eonflict could resul t. 
In Alexandria, ;>8.9% were in favor of this. [t must be emnhasized here 
that we are dealinp; with a relative scale. 

']'he final ,ienendent variar)le refers to nublic attitudes about the 
scientist's role in decision-makin/,:. llef'inition of the technical snec
ialist's role is an imnqrtant factor in what kinds of informatj on enter 
decision-l'lakinp;. f1cientists can playa variet;v of roles from casual 
cons11ltants to deci sion-maker~;. r:enerall:v, t,he greater the autonoPlY 
r,iven the scientist in renortinr; information, the more likely will scien
Li fie information and data t)ecol'le a Tlart ,)f the decision-makinp; scheme. 
We asked people respond to four possible role alternatives for scien
tists that measured the dep;ree of autononJ:Ir p;i ven by the puhl ic to scien
tists ann other professionals in environmental policy-makinp;. Thev were 
asked to select the alternative !'hat came closest to their views: 1) 
information and ideas from sci entists our;ht to be i/,:nored h;r neople who 
make envi ronmental deci sions , neonle who l'lal<;.e environmental deci sions 
should use technical information from scientists, but should not denend 
much on what sr:ientists say shoul he done, 3) people who make environ
mental decisions should not only use technical information from scien
tj sts, tlUt nhould also deTlenci to a great extent on What scientists recom
mend, l~) scientists themselves should be making most of the ma,ior environ
mental decisions. 

As can be seen in Table I, most citizens prefer alternative 3. ~he 

majority in each community want sci entific information used and want 
decision-makers to pay attention to recOllJITlendations from scientists. 
Although the public strongl;v supports the use of scientific information 
by decision-makers, it is quite clear that they do not want scientists 
themselves making most of the ma,jor decisions. Alternative 4 was selected 
by about 12% in EI;V and Grand RarJids, 17% in Dul.uth, 7.5% in Si1ver Bay,

.8% in Fairmont, and 8.5% in Alexanclria. 
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Communi ty Con fl i ct 

Considerable news has been generated by pollution issues over the 
past few years. Pollut ion ahatement and the management of' "'aLer resources 
can have direct and far reaching conSCiluences for local cOl'!munities. One 
of the communities we studied, Silver Bay, is faced the nuer;tion oT 
survival and the Reserve 11ining issue has emerged a landmark. case in 
the conflicts between economic groirth an(l environmental nreservation. 
Mineral exploration in the Boundary 'vaLers Canoe Area the forep,terl 
area adjacent to Ely is also a critical case involving courts, local, 
state, and federal agencies as well as nrivate industrv numerous 
conservation groups. Scientific evidence and testimony been a criLical 
source of informaLion for decision-making and discussion about these issues 
and those in the oLher communi ties included in our anal,'si Since 
sides in these issues have extensively used scientists their know
ledge in the develonment of their arguments with extensive media coverage 
of scientific testimony and state!1lents, a reasonable is how ,10 
community members respond to scientists and their knowledge in a conflict 
situation'! 

In Table I, communities are ranked accord i nr: to the rlep;ree 0' con
flict they experienr~ed as a result o:f selected envi ronmental issues. Level 
of conflict is defined operationally as the extent to which resnondents 
perceive the issue as containing tension. The measure is baserl on a single 
(!uestion, for examnle: "1-1ould ;rou say the ~uestion of the taconite nlant 
is a touchy suhject around here, or not?" The )lronortion sa:rinf( "yes" is 
taken as an indicator of level of perceived conflic L in the cO!1lJ'lluni ty. In 
Fairmont 37. of our samnle answererl "yes" While 7co • answered "yes" 
in Alexandria. In Fai rmont, the question re fers fill 
Slough and sewage disposal is the issue in Alexandria. of 
Duluth, Ely, and Silver Bay also report raLher hifl;h levels 
as more than 60% say that environmental issues are touch:r suh,iects in 
their communities. 

Low and high confl ict communities evaluate scienti:fic infor!",ation 
similarly • Citizens in Fairmont, Hinnesota where the degree of conflict 
is comparatively low rate scienti:fic in:for!1lation the same 
in Alexandria. The same is true with resnect to exnansion 
coverage, information control and the role of the scientist. Con:f] 5.ct 
does not strongly correlate with any of these variables. 

There are two kinds of conflict. In three communities, Fairmont, 
and Ely, there has heen disagreement a!1long "roups in the 

community about environmental issues. In fJilver Ra;T, the situation is 
clear, most people in the community reject the idea that Reserve Mininf\'s 
operation is harmful Lake ,"unerior. This is an examnle of in-groun, 
out-group conflict. Silver Bay against groups from the outside includ
ing federal and state regulatory agencies along with pressure from private 
conservationist groups. Table II shows a comnarison of these communities. 

The kind of conflict effects how people feel about the worth of 
scientific in:formation. Scientific in·:formation is more highl;, evaluated 
in Silver Bay than in the other three communities. This is true also 
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Table 	 Public attitudes ahout scientific information and the role of 
the seientist in type of community conflict * 

Internal confl ict External can flict 

FairMont Ely Alexandria Silver Bay
ranking scientific infor

mation highly ( item scale) 54.0 40.0 .7 h7.0 
% favor o:f expanding news
paner coverage of 1)011 ution 
. . it eJ'll Sf: a·l e ) 29.3 10.h ;::>9.9 ;'h.O 
%in favor ding hack 
information if local conflict 
could result (3 item scale) 53.5 h5.1 .0 ~n.2 

%agreeing 	thaL neonle "'ho 
make envirorlPlental decisions 
should not only use Lechnical 
information from scientists, 
but should 	also rlenend to a 
great extent on \·,hat sc i en
tists recol'lJ1'lend. 71.0 .6 

* Duluth is incl urlecl in this table as it charaeterizcd 
as nrimarily suhject to internal or external 

with scientist. Silver Ray citizens are likely to 
agree statement than people in Fain'1ont, ~lv, and 

Alexamlria: 
 make envir0m~ental deel 8i ons shoulrl not onIv 

in:formation from scientist" hut should deneml to a 
At the same time, neople 

encing intern'll conflict are somewhat J1lore in f'rwor 
controlling informat,j on than neonle in Silver Bay. Peonle in jcairmont 

are particularl~ sensitive to conflict resultlnF, from dir;closure of' 
seientific information anout environmental i ~,sues. )"ort:r-fi ve nercent 
of our sample in El:v were in favor of hold i nf\ back some j nformat i on a'nout 
envi rorunental mat teni if local eli sagreement and conflict could rep-ult. 

'!'he nature the conTI i ct ina community doe:'; soeJ1l inf'luence 
publ ie evaluation of sci entific information. When is a high level 
of consensus in cOJYlmmi L,T and scientific data and work nal 
fact.or in the develonment of an arp;ul'lent, there is .'1. r:roat 
for such informati on and a stronp; feeling thaL 
tic,n to scientists ani! usc their inf'ormation. 
erage is concerned, the resrJOnses of neoPle tn 
abl:v reflects degree of weariness with environmental 
suggcst that newspaners should cut back com.i cs and include 
tion about respective is,iues in these communi L 
much enthUSiasm. Holdinl'; hack scientific information 
however_ show that in communities l·rhere the 
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is the highest, people are less likely to want information held back 
than in communities where the level of conflict has been lower. ~e 

striking example is Fairmont. In a community where conflict wa:-i quite 
low (s8e Table I) relative to the other communities ('rable II) ;;3.5% of 
those we sampled were in favor of holding back informaLion if local con
flict and disagreement could result. Forty-five percent felt this way 
in Ely. In Alexandria, where the level of conflict was hiv,hest and 
probably the most divisive, about 29% were sympathetic to holt'ling back 
information. In Silver Bay which has the most to lose onl;T 30% of our 
sample could be considered as highly supportive of controlling informa
tion if it could reduce local disagreement and conflict. Communities 
experiencing the highest levels of conflict could also be consi(lered as 
those most open to the use of scientific information about the issues. 

Size is used here as the princi])al indicator of structural heter
ogeneit;T in a communit,;r. Social scientists general Iv link structurA.l 
heterogeneity with system openness. TI1Rt is, in social systems (Commun
ities, for example) havin". a hip,h level of differentiation and snecializa-
Lion of roles and functions, one would exnect greaL deal of information 
to enter the system. Communi ti es wi th large numbers of' professionals 
working in sneciali zed areas can be eXTlected to have more access to nrof
essional information and scientific knowledge; Lhan smaller, more homo
geneous areas. As a result, one woul expect more regard for scientific 
information in heLerogeneous than homoF(eneous communi t i.es. 'T'here is, 
however, another argument that can be mane. Donohue, 'Pichenor, and 01 ien 
(1971+) have found that gaps" between socio-economic status 
grou])s were greater in lanser, heterogeneous communities than i.n smaller 
more ones. In a communi Ly where everyone is "talking about 
an i there is likely to be more sharing of information even in 
highly technical areas than where ])rofessiona1s highly s])ecialized and 
more isolated from the public are dealing with the issue. One could 
find, therefore, that the public i.n 1arf';e communities have les:5 regard 
for scientific information than those in small communitie,; or that no 
difference exists between ref';ard for scientific knowledGe in large Rnd 
small communities. 

In Table III, communities are ranked on the basis of their ,;ize. Sil 
ver ,'"lay is the smallest. 3 people in 1970. Ely had li , Alexandria 
6,973, r;rand Rapids, 7,247. Fairmont had .7~)1 and fluluth is the larp:est 
by far with 100,51,0. Size and rer,ard for scientific information arc 
related in any straight forward manner. '('he ])ublic in Duluth doesn f t 
regard scient i fic informati on as highly as 8i lver Bay. Althouf';h Silver 
Bay is small, it 's a h1.ghlY technical cO!11r1unity with a relati.vely hi.gh 
pronortion of college educated TJeoTlle. 

Community regard Cor scientific information in prohlem solvinG is 
related to educational level. (Tab] IV). The level of' community educa
tion in each community i:3 measured by the median Hlunber of "ears of 
education per person and the p2rcentage in the cOlll.'11uni ty earning a col
lege degree. 'l'he first measure gives us an a])proximation of overall 
communi Ly education while the latter measure allows an est imate of the 
degree of professionalism in a community. '1'he communities are not sharply 
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Table III. Public attitudes about scientific information and scientist's 
role in decision-making by communit:\T size. 

Silver Alex Grand 
Bay Ely andria Rapids Fairmont Duluth 

%ranking scientific infor
mation highl;' (3 item scale) 67.0 49.0 ;>2.7 h2.4 5h.0 61.8 
% in favor of expanding 
newspaper coverage of 
pollution issues (2 item 
scale) ?6.0 11l. ?9.9 3'3. 29 .. .0 

%in favor of holding back 
information if local con
flict could result (3 item 
scale· 30.? 45.1 21l.9 29.9 53.:; 

%agreeing that people who 
mAke environmental decisions 
should not only usc technical 
information from scientists, 
but should also de])end to a 
great extent on what scien
tists recommend. 80.6 (')1.6 73. 76. 7J.1l 69.3 

Table IV. 	 Public attitudes abcmt, scientifi c information and the role 
the scientist by median ;rears of' education in each community. 

Alex	 firano SiJver 
andria F:ly Fairmont Hanids Duluth Ba,v 

%ranking worth of scientific 
information highly 3 item 
scale) S4.o lig. I) .0 .4 .8 h7.0 
%in favor of expandinG news
paper coverage of nollution 
issues (2 item scale) 29.9 III 29.'5 .l 35.1 2(,.0 
%in favor holding back 
information if' local confl iet 
could resu1t ( item scal e ) ?fl.9 li'5. ] 53.5 ;)9. 9 3)~ .11 lO.2 
%agreeing that people who 
make environmental deci siems 
should not only use technical 
information fro~ scientists, 
but shOUld also denend to a 
great extent on What scientists 
recommend. 7'3.1, 64. Tl.fl Th. 6G.'3 80. 
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different in median education. In Alexandria, the median level of educa
tion per person is 12 grades or high school. In Ely, it is 12.1, Fairmont 
12.2, Grand Rapids 12.3, Duluth 12.3, Rnd Silver Bay 12.6. Silver Bay 
is the highest in both counts because of the large number of technical 
specialists and managerial personnel involved with Reserve Mining 
Compa.ny. There seems to be an association hetween the median :reRrs of 
education Der person in a eommunit;r and attutudes toward Lhe worth of 
scientific information. The nercentage distribution shows that as 
level of cOJllIllunity education increRses, regard for scientific inforI!lRtion 
increases also. 

Host dtizens in six communities are not in favor of eXDandinp; 
newspaper coverage ahout nollution issues. There doesn't seem to be any 
direct correlation between educational level and attitudes toward news
paper coverage, (See 'l'able IV.) Silver Bay is most sUDDortive of decision
makers using sctentific information. Ahout P,1~ agree that scientific 
information should be extensi velv used in decisions about water quality 
and I'lanar;ement of natural resources and that leaders who make environ
mental decisions should denend to p;reat extent what scientists say. 

In 'rable V, scientific informat ir-; ranked the highpst in communities 
havinr; the highest percentap;e of nersons with college dep;rees. "Rly is 
the exception. In S1Iver Bay, 20"; hfwe collep;e dep;rees RS woll as educa
tion be,Tond this leve1. Sixteen percent in Duluth and 1)% in Grand Ranids 
have at leR5t coner;e der;roes. IUy has 9% of its nopulation with coller;e 
del';rees while Fairmont Rnd Alexandria both hfwe ahout 6%. 'l'he nercentap:e 
of col lege der;recs n a community not directly relRted to other denen
dent variahles. 

in an)' cOlllmunity endeavor is "hoH concerned 
are local Cl tl zens'!" Concern about pollution in the local communi t,y is 
measured by public resnow'e two i teJ11s: 1) decisions al)out whether to 
enforce ;JolluLion sLandanls around here will have direct. affect on me, 
2) regardless of direct affects on me, I feel very concfTned abollt whether 
nollution standards are enforced. iterrts were modified slip,lttl:' to 
reflect the issue relevant each ~omJ11uni Persons that were most 
concerned would be those disagree; nr; with the first question while ap:reeinp; 
\,ith the latter. ~)cores ranp;ed from a of to a ]m! Of 1. A score 
of (j was defined as hip:h concern. The re;-;ponses of each person were ap:gre
gated to show the mean or average level of nersonal concern in each community. 
The p:reaLesL dep:ree of personal concern i.s in Alexandria. 7he least is in 
Ely. Eighty-three percent were hir;hly concerned ahout thc sewRge disposal 
issue in Alexandria. Forty-three percent expressed levels of nersona1 
coneern in about mininp; in the Boundary I"'aters Canoe Area. In p;eneral, 
the level of nersonal concern was quite high. In Orand Ranids, fifty-six 
percent were hip;hly concerned, ri4% in Duluth, 67% in Silver Bay, and 7;>% 
in Fairmont. 

Data in 'J'ahlc VI shows th'lt 1)ul11io concern has a c1lrvi linear relation
with nublic ranking of sci entifie information. 
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Table V. 	 Public attitudes about scientific information and the role of 
the sci ent i st in envi 1'0rJlllent al bIT percent in 
each community having at least a college degree. 

Communities ranked by nercent hRvinr; at 
least a coIl ep;e degree 

Alex- Grand Silver 
andria FRirmont Ely Hal)ids Duluth Bay 

%ranking scientific infor
mation highly (3 item scale) 52.7 51~. 0 1+9.0 62.11 6l.A 67.0 
% in favor of expanding 
newspaper coverage of 
environmental issues 
(2 item scale) 29.9 2Q.3 111.6 '3).3 35.1 26.0 
%in favor of holding back 
information if local conflict 
could result (3 item scale) 2A.Q 53.5 45.1 ?Q.9 34.4 30. 
%agreeing that people who make 
environmental decisions should 

not only use technical infor
mation from scientists, but 
should also depend to a great 
extent on what scientists 
recommend. 73.4 n.8 64.6 7(,.6 ('9.3 80.6 

Table VI. 	 Public attitudes about scientific information and tho role of 

the scientist in environmental decision-makinp: in each community 

by degree of nersona1 concern in each community. 


Communities ranked hy degree of 
ncrsona1 concern 

Orand Silver AJ.ex-
Ely Hauids Duluth Bay Fairmont andria 

%ranking 	scientific infor
mation highly (3 i tern scale) 49,() (,;> ,11 61.8 ()7.0 5)f.0 52.7 
%in favor of expanding news
paper coverage Of environmen
tal issues (? iteJ11 scale) 18.6 )) .l~ 35.0 .0 29. 29.0 
%in favor of holding back 
information if local confl ict 
could result (3 item scale) 54.9 70.1 65.6 .8 4fi.5 71.1 
%agreeing that peoule who 
make enVironmental decisions 
should not only use technical 
information from scientists, 
but should also depend to a 
great extent on What scien
tists recommend. 64. 7().6 69.3 RO.6 71.8 73.lj 
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Table VII. 	 Public attitudes about scientific information and the role of 
the scientist in environmental decision-making in each community 
by level of generalparticipation in each community. 

Alex- Silver Grand 
Fairmont andria Bay "Rapids lJuluth Ely 

The community showing the lowest degree of nersonal concern about 
pollution feels almost the same about scientific information as the com
munity evidencing the highest degree of personal concern. Annarentl,r 
some degree of personal concern results in a positive evaluation of 
scientific information but beyond a certain point, scientific evidence 
loses a degree of public regard. 

The level of concern does not strongly relate to the other dependent 
variables. As can be seen in Table VI, most citizens re,ject exnansion of 
newspaper coverage for environmental issues. r"'ost, however, want informa
tion about their issue publicized even if 10caJ conflict could resuJ.t. 
Finally, there is little association between community concern and attitudes 
toward the use of scientific knowledge by decision-makers about envtron
mental issues. 

We meas:lred citizen narticination in each community by calculating 
the average group membership of individuals and their attendance of local 
hearings and meetings devoted to discussion of environmental issues. Each 
person was asked to list the organizations or groups he or she belonged 
to. Secondly, each pcrson was asked the following question: "Have 
ever attended a public hearing on a conservation ornollution issue?" ~'he 

first measure of participation refers to "general 
Table VII. The second measure is participation linked exclusively with 
environmental issues. 

There is not much difference between communities as to the level of 
uarticipation. In Fairmont, the lowest, average groun membershiu among 
individuals is 1.9. Ely is the highest with average group membership 
equaling 2.1. There simply is not much differcnce between communities 
on this fact. or • 

About 33% of those we questioned in Alexandria had attended a hearing 
devoted to an e:wironmental issue. In contrast, 13% had attended such a 
meeting in Fairmont. Tl~enty-six percent in Silver Bay, 25. in lU,', 
20.3% in Grand Rapids, and 17.6% in Duluth said they had attended some 
kind of environmental hearing. 

% ranking scientific infor
mation highly (3 item scale) 

% in favor of exPanding news
paper coverage of environmen
tal issues (2 item scale) 

% in favor of holding back 
information f local conflict 
could result (3 iterr scale) 

% agreeing that neople who make 
environmental decisions should 
not onl.1f use technical informa
tion from scientists, but should 
also depend to a great extent on 
what scientists recommend. 

54.0 52.7 .0 62.4 61.8 49.0 

29.3 29.9 26.0 33. 35.0 18.6 

46.5 71.1 69.8 70.1 65.6 54.9 

71.8 73.4 80.6 76.6 60.3 611.6 

Table VIII. 	 Public attitudes about scientific information and the role of 
the scientist in environmental decision-making hy dep.:ree of 
citizen participation in environmental issues in each community. 

Grand Silver Alex-
Fairmont Duluth Rapids Ely Bay andria 

% ranking scientific infor
mation highly (3 item scale) 

in favor of exnanding news
paper coverage of environmen
tal issues (2 item scale) 

% in favor of holding back I 
information if local conflict 
could result (3 item scale) 

% agreeing that people \,ho make 
environmental decisions should 
not only usc technical informa
tion from scientists, but should 
also depend to a great extent on 

511.0 61.8 62.11 49.0 67.0 52.7 

29.3 35.] 33.3 18.6 26.0 29.9 

53.5 34.4 29.9 45.1 30. 28.9 

What scientist's recommend. 71.8 3 76.6 	 64.6 80.6 73.4 
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In the last section, we presenLed data related to public attitudes 
about scientific information and its use in decision-making. This is only 
part of the analysis, however. Although public attitudes are important, 
the opinions of leaders are even more critical to the decision-making 
proce~s. Local leaders, by definiUon, are those that directly relate 
to scienti sts and other technical experts in the formulaLion of policy. 
Arguments between local factions or between the cOmrrluniLy and outside 
agencies are carried on by local leaders. EiLher the formulation of 
policy or the development of strategy in relation to outside agencies 
is a basic part of the role of local leaders. The action of leaders, 
however, is associated with local attitudes and leader behavior. In 
the long run, it is sub.iect to legitimation of significant sef',lllents of 
the local public. Ult imately, leaders Jllust answer to Lhe public in the 
kind of policies or strategies created. Leader authority rests upon 
the acceptance or consent of the nublic. At. least, a lccrp,e enough sep,
ment so that leaders can identiC',! sunport for their decisi.ons in the 
cOffiJllunity. 

Analysis in this section will proceed in Lhe following ways. l<irst 
of all, we will present the overall degree of agreement between leaders 
and the general public on items related to worth of scientific inforJlla
Lion, information control, and the use of scientific knowledge (and the 
role of the scientist) in decision-Jllaking. Secondly, we will analyse the 
degree of agreement between the public and leaders in relationshin to 
the level of community conflicL, size, nersonal concern, narticipation, 
and education in a community. Thirdl:r , we want to know how resnonsi ve 
leader's attitudes about scientific inforJllation are to community char
acteristics such as those mentioned above. 

In this section, we will be using data from four cOffiJllunities. Althou"h 
our original sample included six, in four of' the communities both Jllel'1bers 
of the general rJublic and leal1ers were interviewed about their attitudes 
toward scienti fic information and its use. 'Phe communi t,T continues to 
be our unit of analysis. 

Table IX comnares leaders and the nuhlic on their attitudes about 
scientific information. The public and leaders are in substantial agree
ment a[1out the worth of scientific information. The ma,jority in both 
categories agree that goverTIJllcnt would be trusted more if public decisions 
depended more on scientific information. The leaders seem to have a higher 
regard for scientific information than the general public although when it 
comes to actually decision-making, leaders are more reluctant to allow 
scientists to actually make the ded siems. More so than the general 
pubJic, leaders tend to agree that there is no substitute for knowing 
the scientific facts in solving a water or air pollution problel'1. 

Items, D, , and Fare di rectly related to the distribution of infor
mation about environmental nroblems. (Table IX). In each of the items, 
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Table IX. A cOmparison of nublic and leader's attitudes about scientific 
information and its use in environmental decision-making. 

Public Leaders Difference 
%Agree Agree % 

A. 	 People would trust government more if 

nublic decisions depended Jllore on scien

tific information fiO.l 67.0 6.9 


B. 	 There is no need to put a question un 
for a vote if scientists alread;r have 
the answer 16.fi 7.3 9.3 

c. 	 In solving a water or air pollution 
problem, there is no substitute for 
knowing the scientific facts 73.3 qo.o 16.7 

D. 	 Newspapers should cut down on things 
like comics and use more space to 
explain pollution and other environ
mental problems 31.8 45.5 13.7 

E. 	 If scientific evidence of pollution leads 
to more nublic disagreeJllents like the one 
at Silver Bay, it might be better not to 
report that evidence l4.fi 5.7 13.9 

F. 	 Scientific information should be held back 
if it looks like it might lead to public 
disagreement in this community 14.1 l,q 12.2 

Attutude Scale: Role of the Scientist in 
Environmental Decision-Making 

G. 	 Information and ideas from scientists 
oUf~t to be ignored by people who make 
enviroTIJllental decisions 3.13 4.9 1.1 

H. 	 People who make environmental decisions 
should use technical information :from 
scientists but should not denend much on 
what scientists say should be done 15.6 113.4 2.8 

I. 	 People who make environmental decisions 
should not only use technical information 
:from scientists, but should also depend to 
a great extent on what scientists recommend 70.9 73.R 2.13 

J. 	 Scientists themselves should be making 
most of the major enviroTIJllental decisions 9.6 2.9 fi.7 
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it is clear that leaders are more likely to sUTJPort disclosure of scien
tific facts about a local issue than is the uublic. Leaders seem to be 
more tolerant of disagreement about an issue in the community than the 
general public is. TIlis is a matter of degree, however, as most members 
of the public want seientific facts publicized regardless of local con
sequences. 

It is clear from Table IX that both leaders and the general nublic 
want scientifje information used to a great extent but do not want scien
tists making decisions. Leaders and the public substantially agree on 
this issue. This is clear from an analysis of items G through ,T. 

Members of the public and leaders when interviewed were asked to 
select from four ite~ (G through J) what they thought was the most 
appropriate inv-olvement for scientists in environmental deci.sion mRki np;. 
As can be seen in Table IX, Items G through ,r, public and leaders are 
most likely to choose the item saying that "neople who make envirolli'lental 
deeisions should not only usc technical information from scientists but 
should also denend to a great extent on what scientists recornrtlend." 
Item H, however, does show that some oistinguish use of te(~hnical informa
tion and depending on what sci entists should be done. About 16"( of 
the general public and 11'\% of the chose tht s altl'!rnative rather 
than the others. Notabl:r, few chose the fjrst item in the scale (item 
G) or the last (item J). Few suggest that informati on and ideas from 
scientists should be ignored but not ven' many feel that decision-making 
should be turned over to scientists (item .T). 

Now we turn to the second part of our analysis. We are interl'!stecl 
here in whether the degree of eonflict in a community affects the degree 
of agreement between the nublic and leaders about use of scientific know
ledge. Table X shows more agreement amonp; TJUb1i c and leaders in low 
conflict communities. ,['here is also more disagreement amonr; leaders as 
we move from low to high confli.ct than there is on the part of the gen
eral public. 

The onposite finding is true in the second item. ?here is less 
agreement in low conflict communities than those with high conflict. At 
the same time there is morl'! disagreement among the public as we move from 
low to high conflict than there is among leaders. This findinp; reflects 
two factors. Onl'!, public particination is tieo to levels of conflict in a 
community. As the level of disagreement increases, rates of narticina
tion usually go UP as well. A low conflict community can be one where thl'! 
public is generally apathetic about an issue leaving decision-making to 
local leaders or local professionals. Conflict tends to decrease the 
gap between the public and decision-makers becausl'! of increased partici 
pation by the public, increased information flow, and conflict makes 
dl'!cision-making more visible. Conflict can, therefore, be seen as part 
of the process reducing the gap between leaders and the general nublic 
in their attitudes ttoward decision-making and the role of scil'!ntific 
information, and the scientist. 
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Table X. 	 A comparison of public and leader's attitudes about scientific 
information and its use in environmental decision-making by 
degree of community conflict. 

Attitude Items 	 Degree of conflict in a community 

'--='--'-'-__ Low High %Difference 

A. 	 People would trust government 
more if public decisions de
pended more on scientific 
information 

B. 	 There is no need to put a 
question up for a vote if 
scientists already have the 
answer 

Public 

Leaders 

%Dit. 


Public 

TJeaders 


DiL 

stitute for knowing the scien
tific facts 

D. 	 Newspapers should cut down on 
things like comics and use more 
space to explain pollution and 
othl'!r environmental problems 

E. 	 If scientific ev-idence of pol
lution leads to more public 
disagreements like the one at 
Silv-er Bay, it might be bet
ter not to reoort that evi
dence 

F. 	 Scientific information should 
be held back if it looks like 
it might lead to public dis
agreement in this community 

G. 	 People who make environmental 
decisions should use tech
nical information but should 
not depend much on what scien
tists say should be done 

H. 	 Peopll'! who make environmental 
decisions should not only use 
technical information from 
scientists but should also 
depend to a great extent on 
what scientists recommend 

%Dif. 

nlblic 
[,eaders 
%Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%llif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%DU. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

60.5 
60.7 
o.? 

19.8 
7.1 

12.7 

75.4 
92.6 
17.2 

31.6 
38.4 
6.8 

3 
13.3 

15.1 
0.0 
1.5 

18.0 
10.7 
7.3 

.8 

.2 
7.6 

60.0 
69.6 

9.6 

15.0 
7.5 
7.5 

73.6 
88.6 
15.0 

31.9 
48.0 
8.1 

14.Jt 
6.4 

11.9 

1)1.1 
2.5 
8.0 

14.8 
20.0 

5.2 

71. 
77.3 

5.9 

0.5 
8.9 

4.8 
0.4 

1.8 
4.0 

0.3 
9.6 

1.1 
2.8 

1.7 
2.5 

3.2 
9.3 

0.4 
13.1 

C. In solv-ing a water or air nol- nmlic 
lution problem, there is no sub-Leaders 
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Secondly, item B refers directly to decision-making. People are 
asked to forego their rip;ht to influence decision-making ana turn it 
over to scientists. We would expect that as conflict increases in a 
community about an environmental issue, people would be leGS likely to 
turn over decision-making to another party whether a scientist or local 
leader. It is significant to note that leaders feel about the same no 
matter the level of conflict in their cOlTlJ1lunities. Such a finding is 
sensibJe as we would not expect locaJ leaders to give their decision
making prerogatives to professionals no matter the respect they have for 
them or the degree of community conflict. 

The distribution on item C in Table X shows that leaders and the 
public both feel that there is no substitute for knowinr, scienti fic facts 
when making decisions. However, leaders in high conflict COll1J!lUnities are 
somewhat less reluctant to agree with Item C in hip;h con:flict communities 
as opposed to those in low conflict communities. 

fn all the subsidiary tables in ~'able X, save one (item B), the data 
show that there is more variation in leader's responses to the attitude 
items than among the general public. 'l'he only exception is item B. Very 
few leaders in low or high conflict communities are willing to turn decision
makinp; itself over to scientists. 

In high conflict communities, leaders seem to be snlit between how 
much they feel they should rely on "what scientists say should be done" 
about an environmental problem. Thi is evident in the responses to 
items G and H. Most of leaders in high conflict communities agree that 
decision-makers should use technical information and depend to a p;reat 
extent on what ~?cientists recommend (77.:3%, item fl, Table X). However, 
moreso than leaders in low confJict communities, some also ap;ree that 
decision-makers should use scientific information but ~~~~~~~~~ 
much on what sci entists say should be done. Twenty 
this manner. Leaders are, therefore, distinguishing the use of scientific 
information from the role of the scientists. To some extent, they are 
saying that we should listen to scientific information but be skeptical 
about what scientists themselves say. This finding has important impli
cations for use of scientific information in communities. Almost any 
scientific analysis of a pollution problem requires interpretation and 
adjustment to local situations. In any scientific findinp;, there is al 
ways a level of uncertainty as to its applicability to local conditions. 
As a result, the advice and testimony of scientists is imTlortant over and 
above the publication of written reports. 

Communication between leaders and scientists is sometimes difficult 
because leaders discover that scientists can di.sagree in their interllre
tation of data. 'I'he more experience that leaders have with scientists, 
the more experience they should have with this fact as well as with 
science as an institution. 'I'hat is, challenp;ing existinp; interpretations 
is an important part of the creation of new knowledge by scientists. When 
therf' is a high level of conflict in a community over pollution problems, 
scientific information has been a very important aspect of the decision
making process. Also, scienti.sts as technical experts become personally 
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involved through their statements at hearings, identification with certain 
groups, formal and informal consultation with leaders and the public, and 
the publication of their statements in the local newspapers, radio and 
television stations. The importance of scientific information for decision
making in environmental disputes helps us to explain why leaders in high 
confJict COITrnlllnities regard scientific information more highly than those 
in low confJict situations. However, when there is high conflict in a 
community, there is al so a possibility that actual contact and communication 
between leaders and scientists creates some problems. This may be especially 
the case when leaders have worked with scientists, developed a persnective, 
presented it to the public only to find that scientists with other groups 
interpret the data di fferently. 

There is a degree of di fference between leaders and the public but 

it does not seem to be consistently nor substantially affected by community 

conflict. Changes in leadership attitudes appears to be the most impor

tant factor rather than the attitudinal di fferences between leaclers and 

the public about scientific information and its use. 


'l'able XI illustrates two imnortant findings. The first is that the 
degree of agreement betwen leaders and the p;eneral public increases as 
community size increases. The second is that as community size increases, 
leaders have somewhat less confidence in the effect i vness of science for 
problem solvinp; in environmental issues. Indeed, the basic reason for 
the changing magnitude of differences between leaders and the public in 
rural and urban communities is the chanp;ing attitude of leaders. Leaders 
in the larger urbanized communities are more skeptical about the use of 
scienti fic information in deci sion-making than leaders in small, rural 
communities. 'I'his finaing is clear in items A, C, E, and H. Even in 
items Band F the results are consistent with other items even thollp;h the 
differences are not as sharp. 

Leaders in large communities have considerably more experience work
ing with scienti fic consultants, local professionals, and experts in 
general than leaders in small communities. As a result, they are likely 
to have more knowledge about the uncertaini ties of science and that there 
are many questions that scientists and their research cannot fully answer. 
The findinp;s don't necessarily reveal less respect for science but. per
haps, the dep;ree of knowledp;e about scientific information and problems 
inherent. to application of science to decision-makinp;. 

If we compare items G and H, (Table XI), it is apparent that 1 eaders 
in the larger communities respect scientific information but :3;o.l~ say 
that decision-1l'.akers· on what scientists saY should 
be done. As in the attitudes toward sci~nce, we 
find that leaders clearlv distinguish between use of scientific informa
tion and the role of the- scientist. Leaders distinp;uish these two factors 
more sharply as the level of conflict in a cOllllnunity increases. 
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Table XI. 	 A comparison of Public and Leader's attitudes about scientific 
Information and its use in environmental decision-making by 
size of community. 

Atti tude Items: Size of COl'llTlunit,' 

%Agree Small Medi1ll1l I,arge 

A. People would trust government more Public 58.1 60.5 65.3 
if public decisions depended more Leaders 73.7 60.7 5il.l 
on scientific information % Dif. 15.6 0.2 7.2 

B. There is no need to nut a question Public 12.8 20.1 Ih.3 
up for a vote if scientists already Leaders 8.11 7.8 7.0 
have the answer %Dif. 4.4 12.3 9. 

C. In solving a water or air pollution Public 71.0 75.4 78.1 
problem. there is no substitute for Leaders 89.5 92.S 80.6 
knowing the scientific facts % Dif. 17.6 17. lj ?5 

D. Newspapers should cut down on things Public 20.4 30.5 .1 
like comics and use more space to Leaders 
explain pollution and other environ- %Dif. 

50.0 
20.(, 

3il.5 
8.0 

.n 
5.1 

mental problems 

E. If scientific evidence of pollution Public .3 13.3 11.9 
leads to more public disagreements Leaders .3 3.(; 9.7 
like the one at Silver Bay, it %Dif. 11.0 9.7 ? 
might be hetter not to report that 
evidence 

F. Scientific information should be Public 20.), 15.? n.2 
held back if it looks like it Leaders 2.1 0.0 3.2 
might lead to public disagreement %Dif. 18.3 15.2 10.0 
in this community 

G. People who make environmental Puhlic 14.5 IS. 11.8 
decisions should use technical Leaders 10.6 10.7 V. 
information from scientists hut %1)if • ~:l. 9 7.3 ?0.3 
should not depend much on what 
scientists sa;, should be done 

H. People who make environmental 
decisions should not only use 

Puhlic 
Leaders 

72.2 
85.1 

.8 

.2 
hO.? 
(;4. ;) 

technical information from scien %Dif. 12.9 7.6 5.0 
tists but should also depend to a 
great e':i;ent on what scientists 
recommend 

As discussed earlier, ]:k'trticipation refers to whether a person has 
attended a hearing or meetinp; where an environmental issue was discussed. 
Cmmnunities are arranged on this dimension from low to high. (See 'rable 
XII). Again we see that public attitudes remain ahout the same as the 
degree of participation chanfSes in a community. However, the attitudes 
of leaders are likely to change. As the degree of public participation 
increases in a community, leaders seem more likely to SUf)TlOrt increased 
use of scientific information in decision-makinp;. Such a conclusion is 
clearly consistent with the resnonses h;' leaders to items A, G, and H. 
Items B, C, and E show tendencies in this direction (See 'rable XII). The 
finding is especially marked in the last item. About 87% of the leaders 
in communities having high participation levels agree to the statement 
that "people who make environmental decisions should not only use tech
nical information from scientists but should also depend to a great extent 
on what scientists recommend." About 6 l+% of the leaders in low participa
tion communities agree with this statement. 

The degree of participation in a cOl'llTluni ty has more of an effect on 
leader's attitudes than on the general puhlic. The leaders are the ones 
that have to stand the heat of increased public participation. Given the 
value placed on scienti fic information her the public, .Te would expect 
that] eaders would value scientific informati.on more highly when there 
are relatively high levels of public particination. Hhat we are sa;ring 
is that levels of public participation in a community influences the 
values of its leadership and the nature of decisions. Public participa
tion is, therefore, an important factor in leader's attitudes toward the 
use of scientific information in decision-making. 

The degree of concern about an issue can be an important factor in 
public attitudes ahout scienti fie know1 edge. 'rhe responses hy the gen
eral public and 1 eaders to items A, Fl, and C, in Tahle XIII show some 
relationship between the degree of puhlic concern in a community al)out 
environmental issue and evaluation of scientific information. Analysis 
of items A, B, and shows that a moderate degree of concern in a community 
increases public regard for scientific information. '1'his is not true of 
leaders. 

Responses by leaders to item A, '.Pable XIII shows that a moderate 
degree of concern in a communitv decreases leader regard for scientific 
information. Leaders in communities where there is either ]014 or high 
concern are likely to feel that Dub] ic trust in government requires in
creased use of scientific inform~tion. Interestingly. a moderate degree 
of concern in a community increases puhlic regard for scientific infor
mation over those in other communities. Leaders, on the contrary. have 
someWhat less regard for scientific information when there is a moderate 
degree of Concern than when concern is low or high. 
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Table XII. 	 A comparison of public and leader's attitudes about scientific 
information and its use in environmental decision-making by 
degree of public participation in environmental issues. 

Attitude Items: 	 Degree of participation in a community 

A. 	 People would trust government more 
if public decisions depended more 
on scientific information 

B. 	 There is no need to put a question 
up for a vote if scientists already 
have the answer 

c. 	 In solving a water or air polluti_on 
problem, there is no substitute for 
knowing the scientific facts 

D. 	 Newspapers should cut down on things 
like comics and use more space to 
explain pollution and other environ
mental problems 

E. 	 If scientific evidence of pollution 
leads to more public disagreements 
like the one at Silver Bay, it might 
be better not to report that evidence 

F. 	 Scientific information should be held 
back of it looks like it might lead 
to public disagreement in this com
munity 

G. 	 People who make environmental deci
sions should use technical informa
tion from scientists but should not 
depend much on what scientists say 
should be done 

H. 	 People who make environmental deci
sions should not only use technical 
information from scientists but 
should also depend to a great extent 
on what scientists recommend 

%Agree 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
% Dif. 

Low 

62.5 
59.4 
3.1 

18.2 
7.4 

10.8 

76.8 
81. 7 

4.9 

34.6 
41.8 
7.2 

13.7 
6.8 
6.9 

13.2 
1.7 

11. 5 

12.3 
21.4 
9.1 

70.8 
64.3 
6.5 

Medium 

57.9 
77.8 
lQ.9 

9.0 
8.0 
1.0 

74.2 
Q6.3 
22.1 

20.2 
61. 5 
41.3 

18.6 
3.8 

14.8 

16.8 
0.0 

16.8 

18.2 
16.6 
1.6 

68.8 
83.3 
14.5 

High 

58.2 
69.6 
1l.4 

16.6 
8.6 
8.0 

69.6 
82.6 
1.3 

32.8 
35.0 
2.2 

14.1 
4.8 
9.3 

14.0 
4.8 
9.2 

15.1 
13.9 

2.1 

73.4 
86.9 
13.5 

Table XIII. 	 A comparison of public and leader's attitudes about scientific 
information and its use in environmental decision-making b~ 
degree of personal concern about environmental issues in a 
community. 

Attitude Items: 	 Degree of participation in a community 

A. 	 People would trust government more 

if public decisions depended more 

on scientific information 


B. 	 There is no need to put a question 

up for a vote if scientists already 

have the answer 


c. 	 In solving a water or air pollution 
problem, there is no substitute for 
knowing the scientific facts 

D. 	 Newspapers should cut down on things 
like comics and use more space to 
explain pollution and other environ
mental problems 

E. 	 If scientific evidence of pollution 
leads to more public disagreements 
like the one at Silver Bay, it might 
be better not to report that evidence 

F. 	Scientific information should be 
held back if it looks like it might 
lead to public disagreement in this 
community 

G. 	 People who make environmental deci
sions should use technical informa
tion from scientists but should not 
pay much attention to what they say 

H. 	 People who make environmental deci
sions should not only use technical 
information from scientists but 
should also depend to a great extent 
on what scientists recommend 

%Agree Low Medium High 

Public 57.9 62.5 58.2 
Leaders 77.8 59.4 69.6 
%Dif. 19.9 3.1 11.4 

Public 9.0 18.2 16.6 
Leaders 8.0 7.4 8.6 
%Dif. 1.0 10.8 8.0 

Public 74.2 76.8 69.6 
Leaders 96.3 81.7 82.6 
%Dif. 22.1 4.9 13.0 

Public 20.2 34.6 32.8 
Leaders 61.5 41.8 35.0 
%Dif. 41.3 7.2 2.2 

Public 18.6 13.7 14.1 
Leaders 3.8 6.8 4.8 
% Dif. 14.8 6.9 9.3 

Public 16.8 13.2 1 11.0 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

0.0 
16.il 

1.7 
11. 5 

4.8 
9.2 

Public lil. 2 12.3 16.1 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

16.6 
1.6 

21.4 
9.1 

13.0 
2.1 

Public 68.8 70.8 73.4 
Leaders 83.3 611.3 86.9 
%Dif. 14.5 6.5 13.5 
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Items A and C also show a greater degree of difference between the 
public and leaders in the condition of low or high concern than a moderate 
degree of concern. However, when respondents are presented i ter~ B there 
is more disagreement in the moderately concerned communities than in the 
other two. 

When we move to the next three items, high concern in a community 
seems to produce a degree of agreement between leaders and the Tlubllc. 
IteMS D, F and G show this although is not the case with :IT lind 
H. In the latter two items, there is more agreement between the Tlublic 
and leaders in mmlerlitely concerned communities than j,n the others. 

Public and leador response to the last two items are most interest
ing. The public in low concern cOJ'llJllunities is more likel,T to want to 
restri ct the of the scientist than in corrrmuni ties where the concern 
is moderate high. See item G. 'l'able XIII. ~'he leaders in moderately 
concerned communities are those that most likely to state that 
decision-makers should use scientific information but "should not depend 
much on what scientist's recommend." In highly c,oncerned communities, 
only 13 %respond in such a fashion. Analysis of item H shows that most 
of the leaders and most of the general public support the use of scientific 
information and dependence on what scientist's recommend. (See Table ). 
For the leaders, this is true more for low and highly concerned communities 
but not where people in the community are concerned to a moderate de"ree. 
The degree of concern in a community does affect both public and leader 
responses to scientific information and the role of the scientist. Again, 
leader's responses are more related to community concern than are those of 
the p;eneral public. 

Table XIV shows that leaders in high eclucation communities have some
what 1ess confidence in scientific information than where the educat ional 
level is realtively low. A community is defined as 101{ in education if 
5-8% of its members had a colle"e dep;ree from a four year institution. 
If it had 15-;)0% with collep;e degrees, it w!w defined as high. Having 
9-1 )1% with college de"rees is an in-between category. When we consider 
the first three items, the most diffrence is to be found in the responses 
to items A About 58% of the leaders in high education communities 
ap;ree that would trust !':overnment more if public decisions denended 
more on entific information." '!'here is al~io a difference when we look 
at the responses to item C. Leaders in corfJmunities with hip;her educational 
levels are less optimistic about the of scientific facts in solvinp: 
a water pollution Tlroblem than are in the other communities. 

The above findinr;s are consistent with responses to the last items. 
Leaders in communities with relatively high educational levels are 
1 ikelv to agree that "deCision-makers should not only use scientific in
formation but should also depenci to a great extent on what scientists 
re~ommenci." (Item H, Table XlV). Combininp; this findin" with the re
sponses to the first three shows that the level of education in a COll1l'lUn
ity does effect how leaders respond to scientists and scientific informa
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Table XIV. 	 A comparison of public and leader's attitudes about scientific 
information and its use in environmental decision-making by 
degree of education in a community. 

A. 	 People would trust government more 
if public decisions depended more 
on scientific information 

B. 	 There is no need to put a question 
up for a vote if scientists already 
have the answer 

C. 	 In solving a water or air pollution 
problem, there is no substitute for 
knowing the scientific facts 

D. 	 Newspapers should cut down on thinp;s 
like comics and use more space to 
explain pollution and other envir
onmental problems 

E. 	 If scientific evidence of pollution 
leads to more public disagreements 
like the one at Silver Bay, it 
might be better not to sport that 
evidence 

F. 	 Scientific information should be 
held back if it look s li ke it might 
lead to public disagreement in this 
community 

G. 	 People who make environmental deci
sions should use technical informa
tion from scientists but should not 
pay much attention to what they say 

H. 	 People who Make environmental deci
sions should not only use technical 
information from scientists but 
shaul d also depend to a great extent 
on what scientists recommend. 

Percent of 
a college 

%Agree 

Public 
Leaders 
%DU. 

Public 
Leaders 

Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%nif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

Pub1 ic 
Leaders 

Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

Public 
Leaders 
%Dif. 

Public 
I €aders 

DiL 

population having at least 
degree in each community 

59.1 
67.3 
8.2 

18.3 
8.0 

10. 

72.0 
91.8 
19.8 

67.2 
36.9 
30.3 

15.7 
0.0 

15.7 

15.0 
2.0 

13.0 

15.6 
11.8 

3.8 

72.7 
77.5 

.n 

57.9 
77.8 
19.9 

9.0 
8.0 

.0 

74.2 
96. 
22.1 

72)1 
f)1.5 
10.9 

Ifl. 
~. fl 
.7 

If). 
o. 

.8 

18.2 
16.7 
1.5 

.5 

65.3 
58.] 
7.2 

16.3 
7.0 
0.3 

78.1 
80.6 
2.5 

60.9 
)jh .8 
16.1 

11.9 
9.6 
2. :~ 

1'1.1 
3.2 
9.9 

11.8 
:Q.l 
?0.3 

? 
.? 

5.0 



tion. Leaders in high education communities are also more likely 
value scientific information than dependence of what scientists say 
should be done. About twice as many leaders in high education r.ommun
ities agreed with the statement that who make environmental 
decisions should use ter.hnical information from sr. i ent ists but should 
not pay much attention to what they sa"." (Item G, Table XIV). 

Again the findings indicate respect scientific knowledge but 
the existence of problems in the relationship of sr.ientists and leaders. 
Respect for scienti fic information constant with leaders and the 
public. At the same time, leaders in education cOPJl!lunities are 
somewhat more likely agree to limit Lng the corrrmunicati_on of scientific 
informati on to the publ i c if 10ca1 sagrepment is likel;T to result. 
']'hi s can be seen in item:; E and F'. The greatest degree difference is 
the responSE,," to item E. About 10% of leader," in the hip;h education 
communities agree that "if scientifi~ evidence of pollution leads more 
public di sagreements liKe the one at S:i lver Bay, it might be better not 
to report evidence." None of the leaders in the low edl.1eation com
munities agreed with that statement while of the leaders in the 
middle category agreed. Indeed, the differences nbserved eoul(l, in l110st 
tables, be by variation in 's attHudes. Public attitudes 
were rather no matter the confliet or ;:;1 z,e of the 
community. 

Among the most interesting set of wpr'e those showinp; 
leaders in high conflict communiti(',;, urban communities, and 
tion communi ties werr, somewhat less optimistic about the effect 
of scientific information in solving Tlollution probJems than their counter
parts. We explained this on the bn,sis leader':1 exnerience in relatinr; 
to scienti In study, we found that coni'liE,t in a communit)T sig
naled the involvement of scientists professionals of all kinds. 
Environmental quality has been hamll mosL instances as a technical 
question. e, would :lewage dispos"l in lakes kill 
fish and dise"se? Would mi t in pollution of' "s 
the result run-Off of toxic minin~ onerations? 

Defini tion of envi ronme:ntal proh1 lea to intensive: :inter
action of scientists and leaders. Tn the process, leaders learn 
the tentative nature of sr.ience and the 111111 tations of using scientific 
information in problem solving. Le'lclers in ur-[mn communities hir,h 
education areas relate to scientists other professional a cOY!unon 
course action. Ai';ain, tlwy are in the pOBit i on of learn inp; about 

cons] 
tists and 

imitations. '['hi i ially important when we "re 
ems of water qual i ty. IncTeasing intprac t i on of scien
does not seem resnect for scientific informa

tion but r;eem to le:ad to ive feeling,:; about the actions 
of scientists. 

Leaders in eOI1lJnunities where with scientists 
be the greatest arc Lhose most like]y to say "decisions 
much on wh"t scienti st' s say shoulcl be done." 
however, scienUfie information. 'rhis is an important ilistinction 
and points to one of the problems of emnloying scientific inforrrlation 
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in problem solving of all kinds. In order for "cientific information 
to be used, leaders must relate to scientists for interpretation of 
data, applir.ation to present drcumstances, and developPlent of policy. 
It is in the relationship of leaders to scientists where prohlem 
lies. Perhaps, the central is the relative degree tolerance 
that leaders as opposed to sr.ientists have for the inevitable uncertain
ties in science and di sagreement among scientists in the interpret action 
of data. 'rhis is especially pronounced when we speak of water 'lualit)T. 

Water quality i G a notable ambiguous concept and there arc a number 
of reasons that it is. For one, there are of~t,en inadequ"te scientific 
methodologies for dedding whether this or that chemical is present in 
a body of water or, whether the presence of a given chePlical, if f01md 
in water, is injurious to human health. And, finally, whether the chem
ical is r.onsidered to be a problem b;r either the public, those formally 
charged with developing water quality policy, or heavy water users such 
as industries and municipalities. An excellent example is the difficulty 
experienced by scientists dec i s.ion-makers in dec the existence, 
source, and affects of the mineral, cummin/':tonite, th"t is simi lar in 
substance to asbestos. According to reports by scientists, the method
ology to determine its existence is rather unsophisticated "nd, as re
ported, little is directly known about the long-ran~e consequences for 
public health. Scientific estimates about, the affects of nesticides on 
water quality and human health eoulil be included as well as the safety 
parameters for introducing radioactive wastes into public waters. Scien
tists and engineers, as experts, are often called upon to study and defi ne 
the status and trends of water quality but the public usually finds exten
sive disagreement among professionals about the nature of the problem and 
what can be done about it. imnortant source of ambiguity with respec!t 
to water quality is, therefore, the tentative nature scientific know
ledge. 

All knowledge, from the scientific point of view, is tentative. 
Scientifie standards are arrived at, if ever, as the result of nlli'le:rous 
tests and re-tests of concepts and theories and the accompanying develop
ment of methodologies so that theories can be tested. Knowledp,e, dev
eloped in this manner, is never accepted as certainty as it is expected 
that all knOwledge will and should be challenged. As a basic tenant of 

knowledge is in a constant state of creation, revision, anil 
further improvement. If the acceptance by scientists of knowledge as 
tentative is functional for ult imate difficulties arise 
in the application of science to every-day problems such as defining 
water quality. Science sub-system has norms that are quite different 
f'rOtn those of policy-makers. For example, scientists are rewarded if they 
can find holes in logir. and bodies of knOwledge through their 
writing and researeh whether or not alternative solutions to a problem. 
are found by them. Policy-makers, on the other hand, must take existing 
knOWledge and establish standards which are applied to present circum
stances. 'Where the scientist aecepts uncertainty and exploits it for 
more un~erstanding, the policy-maker suffers some degree of frustration. 
The polJ..cY-ruaker is searchinr;; for certainty so that existing problemG can 
be resolved to an acceptable. Since science and the scientific method 
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has been accepted as a major tool for problem solving in this century, 
tentative scientific findings can be expected to lead to a degree of 
frustration among leaders that are dependent Upon scientific informa
tion for problem definition and resolution yet learn of the limitations 
of scientific information when policy decisions have to be made. 
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METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX 

Community and Environment Study 
Silver Bav , Spring 

Case No. __________________ 

_--;---::--_::-___--::--_--:-___. IIDd I'm helping wi th a Hnivers i. tv 
event s, and what people 

think about them. is being conducted by the Denartment of 
Sociology Names of individUFiI nersons will not be 
connected with their responses in any reports. 

The 	 first question for example, is: 

1. 	 Between television, radio, and the neWST)apers, which one do you 
prefer most as a source of news these days? 

television o don't know 
newspaper~3 

radio 

;>. 	 IfI" 're interested in the specific ways neople f,et their news. Do 
you read newspapf'rs at all? 

I yes o don't know 

;> no 


2a. Which papers 	do you read? and how often? 

seldom 1 wk. ? wk. dail:' 

Duluth News-Tribune 

Duluth Herald 

Grand Panids Herald-Review 

Minneano 1.i.s Star 

l>l~nneaTlolis Tribune 

Hibbing Daily Tribune 

Internat'l Falls Daily ,TournaI 

Probe: "JiJ.1V other, such as weeklies?" 
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About how man~ hours do you spend watching television each day?3. o don't know 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 fl hourso 
3a. What is your favorite television channel?__~___________ 

o don't know 

4. 	 About how many hours do you suend listening to radio each day? 
o don't know 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 fl hours0 

4a. What is your favorite radio station? 
o don't know 

What magazines do 	~ou read regularly?5. 

5a. Have you read any books lately about public problems? 

yes o don't know 
no 

Can you give me the title(s)? 

NEXT, WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK A.BOU~' SOME THINGS THAT HAVE BEEN IN THE NF:WS 
LATELY. 

6. 	 Of all the major issues .rhich have been in the news recently, which 
~ do you think is the most important? 

o don't know 

7. 	 Which one of these issues do you feel is most 
which one do you feel is importlIDt? 

(Score 1 for most 	 important, 5 for least important.) 

____ Oil and gasoline supply 
____ National Health Insurance 
____ Environmental Pollution 
____ Watergate Controversy 
____ Unemployment 	 and Cost of Living 
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NEXT, WE WOULD LIKE TO ASK ABOUT SOME THINGS THAT HAVi': BREN HAPPF:NIWC1 IN 
NORTHEASTERN HINNESOTA. 

8. 	 Have you read or heard anything latel:r about the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area in Northeastern Minnesota? 

yes o don't know 

no 


8a. Can you recall the most important thing you have heard about 
it recentJy? 

don't know 

Anything 

9. 	 As far as you can tell, do most nellspaner articles about this issue 
favor or oppose the idea of mining in the canoe countr:r? 

most favor it o don't know 
most oppose it 
neither 
other 

9a. 	 How about other people around here -- do you think most people 
favor or oppose mining in the canoe country? 

most favor it o don't know 
most op"pose it 
neither, mixed 
other 

10. 	 Have you read or heard anythinp; lately about a tac:onite nrocessing 
plant at Silver Bay? 

;ves o don't know 
no 

.=.:;....,=.:::..:t......:=::::..: 

lOa. Can you recall the most important thing you have heard about 
i.t recently? 

Anything 
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Can 	you recall any people, grouDs, or or~anizations who are 
lOb. involved in the issue concernin~ taconite and "pollution of 

Lake Superior? 

llon't know1-'ves o 

2~ no 


If yes, ask: Can you recall something that this person, or 
"persons, has said about t,aconite and I,ake Su"perior? 

a don't know 

StatementName 

StatementName 

Name Statement 

Would you say these peonle generally 
or not? 

1 generally agree o don't know 

2 generally disagree 

In what ways do they disagree? 

lac. Would you consider t,he question of taconite and Lake 
Superior pollution to be: 

a don't know 
a very important issue 
a fairly important issue 
or not very important at all? 

Would you say the taconite issue is a touchy sub,iect10d. 
around here, or not? 

a don't know 
1 is a touchy sub,ject 
2-- is not a touchy sub,ject. 

Why 	 do you say this? 
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11. 	 As far as you can tell, do most newspaner articles about this 
issue favor, or oppose the discharge of taconite tailings into 
Lake Superior? 

most favor it o don't know 
most oppose it 
neither. mixed 
other 

12. 	 Do you think most other people around here or ~ the 
discharge of taconite tail tngs into Lake 

most favor it o don't know 
most oppose it 
neither, mixed 
other 

If 2, 	::l, It: Could you explain 

13. 	 Reserve Mining maintains that dUllming taconite tailings into Lake 
Superior neither harms the Lake nor the quaU ty of the drinking 
water. As far as you can tell, do most newspaper articles about 
this issue seem to favor or oppose Reserve's point of view? 

most favor Reserve's point of view 
most oppose Reserve's point of view 
neither, mixed 
other 0 don't know 

14. 	 Do you think most other neo-ple around here favor or oppose Reserve's 
point of view? 

most favor Reserve's point of view 
most oppose Reserve's point of view 
neither, mixed 
other 0 don't know 

1f2,3,lt: Could you explain that? 

15. 	 Have you talked with other people recently about mining in the 
BWCA or the taconite plant at Silver Bay? 

yes o don't know 
no 
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If Yes, Ask: 

15a. 	 Which issues have you talked about? And who have you talked 
to? (Check all that apply.) 

Family 	 People at work Friends 

Mining issue 

Silver Bay 
Taconite 	Plant 

THESE QUESTIONS HAVE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. PEOPLE HAV"F: DIFFEREN'I' 
VIEWS AND WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW YOUR FEELINGS. FOR EACH STATEMENT, CIRCLE 
THE "A" IF YOU TEND TO AGREE, AND 'f'HE liD" IF YOU 'l'END 70 DISAGREE. 

A D 	 I would be willing to pay even higher taxes than now, if it 
would help eliminate air and water pollution. 

A 	 D Companies that pollute thee air and water shoulcl be finecl. 

A D 	 The state Pollution Control Agency (PCA) should have no right 
to close factories. 

A D 	 Federal pollution control agencies should have no right to 
close factories. 

A 	 D The pollution issue has received more publicity than it's worth. 

A 	 D Technology got us into the pollution crisis, and technology can 
get us out. 

A 	 D Rationing electrical power is aJJllost a must if you are goinp; 
to eliminate pollution. 

A 	 D Pollution control itself can be a big help to the economy. 

A 	 D New inventions were a major cause of pollution, and new 
inventions will get us out of the pollution crisis. 

Mining, steel, and taconite 

A D The Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) is one area of natural 
beauty that should 
emergency. 

never be openecl for mining, even in a national 

A D 
The important thing is to let industry drill and remove minerals 
wherever it can 
canoe country. 

add to employment and the economy, even in 
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A D The taconite plant at Silver Bay should not be allowed to 
discharge tailings into Lake Superior, no matter what happens 
to employment. 

A D Some economic hardship ma;f result, but it is better to prevent 
the taconite plant from di. scharging tailings into Lake Sunerior. 

A D The taconite plant should be allo....red to keep operatinfl; and 
discharging tailings at the present rate, even though some lake 
pollution may result. 

A D The taconite plant should be allowed to operate in the way it 
finds necessary to maintain full employment, regardless of the 
lake issue. 

NEXT, 	 A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL DJ<~CISIONS IN THIS COMHlTNITY. 

16. 	 Suppose a major public decision had to be made, affecting water 
quali ty in rivers, lakes, and d t:r water here. 

16a. 	 ,Tudging from the past, would you expect a 

1 small number 0 f nersons, or a 
2--large number of persons to take part in this deci.sion 
O--don 't know 

16b. 	 Would these be the S&'l1e persons who take part in most other 
public decisions around here, or not? 

, same persons 't know 
, not the same 

16c. 	 Would you expect this decision to involve 

one or two organizations and gov't agenci.es 
or many 0 don't know 

16d. 	 Would this include the same organizations and agencies that 
get involved in most other public decisions, or not? 

, same organizations 
not the same o don't know 

16e. 	 How much general public discussion would you exneet before 
a final decision was made 

o 	 don't know 

16r. 	 Would you expect much attentlon to be given to nublic 
opinion before the final decision, or not? 

, not 	much attention o don' know 

experience, is there usually a great deal of16g. 
agreement about nublic deeisions like this, or not? 

l----yes , a great deal of agreement 

2 no, not a great deal of agreement 

o---;ion 't know 


17. 	 How about :public deeisions in general around here: Do you feel 
they are usually made in the right way, or not? 

1 Usually made in right wav know 

2---- Not usually in the right way
----	 . 

If not in right way: Could you exnlain that? 

NEX'I.' WE' BE IN'l'ERESTED IN YOUR vn:ws ABOUT SCIENTISTS AND OTHERS INVOTNED 
IN ENVIRO:!MENTAL DECISIONS 

18. 	 Take the taconite issue, for example: Who do you think actull.lly 
has the most influence on how this will be decided: 

1 	 scientists 't know 
2----local government 

3----state and federal government, or 

4 company leaders? 


Could you tell me why you feel that way? 

19. 	 On decisions like these, do you feel seientists should have: 

1 more influence 0 don't know 

2----less influence, or 

3 about as much influence as they have now? 


20. Finally, who should have the most influence on these decisions? 

l ____scientists, 	 don't know 
2____local government, 

3 state and federal government 

4 company leaders, or who? 

5___other 

If other than DK: Could you explain why you say that '1 
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21. 	 How about environmental groups, such as MECCA and the Sierra Cluh? 
Should these groups have: 

1 more influence 0 don't know 

2----less influence 

3----about much influence as they 

----have now on these decisions? 

NOW, 	 SOME QUESTIONS ON SCIEN'1'IFICINFORHATION 

22. 	 Suppose public leaders used more scientific information in solving 
environmental problems than they do now; would that lead to: 

I better decisions o don't know 

2----worse decisions 

3 wouldn't it matter? 


23. 	 If leaders used more scientific information, do you believe there 
would be: 

1 more agreement don't know 

2----less agreement, or 

3 no difference in agreement on 


environmental problems? 

2li. 	 Compared with 10 or 15 years dgO, do you believe nublic leader!~ now 
depend: 

1 more on scientific information 

2----less, or 

3 about the same amount 0 don I t know 


HAND 	 CARD 2 to RESPONDENT 

25. 	 Which one of these four statements comes closest to your views ahout 
scientists and public decisions? (Check one) 

and ideas from scientists ought to he ignored by 
people who make environmental decisions, such as whether to let 
taconite tailings go into Lake Superior. 

2 People who make environmental decisions should use technical 
---information from scientists, but should not depend much on what 

scientists say should be done. 
3___	People who make environmental decisions should not only use 

technical information from scientists, but should also depend 
to a great extent on what scientists recommend. 

li___	Scientists themselves should be making most of the ma,jor 
environmental decisions, such as whether to let taconite tailings 
go into Lake Superior. 

li6 

NEXT, SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT NEWS IN THF. PAPERS AND ON RADIO Ju'JD TELEVISION. 

First, a question about the Pentagon documents. Publication of26. 
secret documents showed the U.S. was making plans to steu un the 
war in Viet Nam without telling the public it was doing so.' 
you think Tmblication of the secret docuemnts was or was not in the 
best interests of the United States? 

1 was in best interests 0 don't know 

2----was not in best interests 


27. 	 Do you think the national government ever has the right to withhold 

information from its citizens? 


o don't know 

28. 	 Do you think local governments ever have right to withholcl information? 

l----yes o don't know 

2 no 


29. 	 Do newspapers and broadcast stations around here usually renort major 
issues before they're decicled, after they're decided, or both? 

l ____usually before o don't know 

2____usually after 

3__both 


HERE ARE SO!1E S'I'ATEMENTS THA'l' HAVE BEEN '{ADE ABOTT'!' SCHNer:, THE ENVIRONt1J\NT 
jl~D PROBLEt,1S IN GENEHAL. PLEASE CIRCLE THE "A" IF TEND TO A(;REF:, AND 
THE ltD" IF YOU TEND DISAGREE, AS BEF'(lHE. 

A 	 D Whenever a newspaper obtains a copy of "top secret" government 
documents, it should go to the p:overnment to p:et nermission to 
print it. 

A 	 D There are times when it's necessA.ry for our government issue 
statements to the American public that are not comnletely true. 

A 	 D Newspaners would do a great service bv reportinp;, in detail, 
the scientific and technical arguments about the taconite nrohlem. 

A 	 D News'Oapers should cut down on thinf!;s like comics and use more 
space to explai n pollution and other envi ronmental problems. 

A 	 D A wide open pub:ic dehate about environmental problems is 
healthy for this community. 

A 	 D Scientific information should be held back if it looks like it 
might lead to public disagreement in this cOrnlllnity. 
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A D The way things have gone at 
been better if we had never 
air pollution. 

the taconite plant, it might have 
heard those scientific reports about 

A D If scientific evidence of pollution leads to ~ore nublic dis
agreements like the one at Silver Bay, it might be better not 
to report that evidence. 

A D When scientists disagree about something like pollution of Lake 
Superior, the public should hear all sides of the argument. 

A D Scientists disagree among the~Gelves as much as politicians do. 

A It I s okay for newspapers and '.N to report pub] ic di sac;reer-,ents 
in larger cities, such as Duluth. 

A It's okay for newspapers and 'J'V 
in smaller communities, such as 

to report publ ic disaweements 
Grl1nd Rapids. 

A D Public controversy is a p:ood thing, because it brings 
and facts you didn't know before. 

out ideas 

A D Sci entists often confuse things by tell ing us 
to know to solve a problem. 

more than we need 

A D Technical experts are' nt half as 
who use good ,iudgment. 

important as government leaders 

A D People would trust r;overn~ent more if publ i c 
more on scienti fic information. 

deci sions depended 

A D There's no need to put a 
already have the answer. 

question un for a vote if scientist" 

A D Tn solving an air or water nollution proble~, there's 
st i tute for knowing the sci enti.flr? facts. 

no sub

A D We have plenty of technical information about water pollutIon. 

A ]I What we really need to solve environmental 
knowledc;e about how to deal with people. 

problems is more 

A D Sc ienti sts should tell us 
wi thout bothering us with 

how to sol ve environmental 
so many facts and details. 

nroblems, 

A D 1'here's too much information given out ty scienti sts on problems. 

A The drug problem is an example of people learning 
information than is gooc1 for thel'l. 

~ore scientific 

A II Since a littl~ knowledge is danGerous, scientists shouldn't try 
to explain the taconite problem to the public at large. 

A D 	 We depend too much on scientific information these days, and 
not enough on doing what is right. 

Changes in everyday life 

A D 	 I am now convinced that government neople will deceive you ,just 
to gain their own ends. 

A D Public officials have shown more interest in my problems recently
than ever before. 

A D One nice thing about shopning now is that stores are less likely 
to take advantage of you than they did a few years ago. 

A D Public agencies that enforce pollution standards show that 
government is more interested in helping peonle these days. 

A D We are losing the feeling of fa~ily closeness that we once had. 

A D '['he encouraging thinp; about families now i Lhat parents and 
children trust each other more than ever. 

A D Even in families, neonle take advantage of others more than ever. 

A D Government workers, like those in the (~ourthouse and the 'lost 
office, are more helnful than ever before. 

A D The decisions about whether to enforce pollution standards at 
the taconite Dlant will have no direct effect on me. 

A D Regardless of di reet effects on me, T feel very concerned about 
whether strict rJolluti.on standards are enforced at the taconite 
Dlants. 

NEXT, WE \{OULD LIKE SO'·ffi INFORMATWrq AROUT GROUPS YOU B};WHG TO. 

30 .. 
Do you belong to any organization of theRe kinds now? Are ~rcJU an officer? 

OfficerNANE OF ORGANIZA'l'TON 
YES NO 

Take Card Back }'rom ReS1JOndent 


NOW, SOHE QUESnONS ABOUT LgTSURB 'Pum. 
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31. 	 Did you do any hunting or fishing in the past year? 
38. Where did you spend most of the first 16 years of your life? 

IF' YES: about how often did you go? 
no 	 city

small town ____non-farm, open country
32. 	 Did you do any canrping, canoeing, or skiing, or things like that in 

the past year? 39. Have you been interviewed before on a study like this? 

l ___yes 2 no o 	 don't know 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 

33. 	 Have you ever attended a public hearing on a conservation or FILL IN IW4EDIATELY AFTER LEAVING 
pollution issue? 

o 	 don't know 70+Amount of time spent 
30; 40; 

45; 50+Interviewing date: _________________________ 
Interviewing area: 

34. 	 Do you own any of the following? Time of 

snowmobile lakeshore property 1 Grand Rapids Silver Bay 

__c811rper truck canoe };ly
Duluth 

____camping trailer sailboat Hibbing 
outboard motor other boat 

Street and house number :__________________________ 

35. 	 Have you ever wTitten to a Tlublic official, like a congressman, on 
the issue of: 

Waters Canoe o don't know 

of Lake Superior none of these 


36. 	 What is t,he hiv,hest grade in school which you have completed? 

~rade or less 

years 


high school 

attended college 


Do you have a dep;ree? 4 no 

In ,That field? 

37. 	 What is the occupation of the main wage earner in this household? 

37a. For whom does the main wap;e earner work? 
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